
Thank you for your sacrifice. Jesus, I am so appreciative of your sacrifice on the
cross for me. Because of your willingness to take on my sin, I can have
relationship with the Father. It is so good to know that I am made new and
whole as I have placed my faith in you.

Thank you for your mercy. Lord, I messed up again. Daily I try to do the right
things, yet sometimes my emotions get the best of me, and I make wrong
choices. Thanks for your mercy that covers my mistakes and restores me again
and again. Keep helping me to listen to your will so I don’t keep straying onto
wrong paths.

Comfort for others. Lord, the holidays are hard for many people for various
reasons. They may be mourning a loss of a loved one, a relationship or a job. Or
they may miss family and friends they are unable to visit. Whatever the reason
for their sadness, comfort them, ease their depression and anxiety and bring
them peace.

Help me keep learning. I want to understand more about you and grow in my
journey Jesus. Give me an open mind and heart to learn what you want me to
know and to go where you want me to go. Teach me in ways that I will be able
to teach others. Give me a desire for the Word.
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Remaining joyful. Jesus help me keep a good sense of humor and remain joyful
despite circumstances. Help me not to let the chaos of the world or my own
personal trials get me down. Give me that joy and peace that passes all
understanding as I keep my hope in You.

Thank you for family and friends. I am grateful for those around me that I do life
with. Let our bonds of love continue to grow strong. Let us be quick to forgive
one another and remain in community always.

Freedom from hurts and bad habits. The enemy keeps reminding me of hurtful
things…mistakes I’ve made, people who have hurt me, habits that are destructive
to me. Lord free me of the burden of these things. Help me remember you love
me no matter what and you have made me to be an overcomer. I don’t have to
listen to the lies of the enemy. Free my mind and spirit to walk in your ways God
and live the life you meant me to.

Thank you for the birth of Christ. Without your son Jesus, we couldn’t be
redeemed to you God, so we thank you for His birth. We praise you for your plan
to save us, for love that allowed you to send your only son for our sake. Presents
and twinkling lights are nice, but it is you we truly celebrate this season.
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Prepare our hearts to give you room. Lord we don’t want to be like the
Innkeeper. Let us make room for you, not only at the holidays but through every
season of our lives. Let our hearts make space for you to live, guide and teach us
each day. May the spirit of Christmas remain in our hearts all year.

Compassion for lost souls. Father let us not forget that we too once were lost.
That the saving grace that covers us can and will cover others. May we be slow
to get angry or judge others who do not know you as their Savior. Allow our
words and actions to show them your love and light.
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